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1) Campaign to Protect Rural England Hertfordshire (CPREH) wishes to make the 

Inspector aware that it strongly disagrees with WHBC’s conclusions in response to the 
Inspector’s questions and comments about the SDS6 Symondshyde proposal in his note 
(EX186C) following the hearing into the proposal, in respect of the impact on the Green 
Belt of expansion of that proposal across adjoining land.  
 

2) In particular it is quite clear from the documents submitted with the Council’s letter of 19 
June 2020 (EX202), that there has been no thorough consideration of the potential 
impact of the potential expansion of the proposed allocation on the Green Belt. 

 
3) Contrary to the statement in section 5 of the WHBC covering letter (EX202) that JB 

Planning, on behalf of the landowner (rather than the Council) had addressed the impact 
on the Green Belt of potential ‘expansion options’ for the proposed allocation in their 
report (EX202D), evidence that such impacts have been properly considered is not set 
out in the submitted reports.  

 
4) Indeed, ’Green Belt’ does not even feature in that report’s contents list, (Planning and 

Landscape Considerations, Technical Paper), or even in the list of ‘other considerations’. 
The conclusions section makes no mention of Green Belt at all. The Report’s executive 
summary simply states that there would be no greater impact on the Green Belt ‘than the 
current proposals’, but that is not supported by any evidence in the report. 

 
5) The sum total of analysis seems to be the glib statement in paragraph 4.2, under 

‘Assessment of Landscape Character’, that the ‘moderate to high harm’ that would arise 
with the proposal is ‘the same as several other sites’ (across the borough). That 
comment is not relevant to an analysis of the impact on the specific Green Belt that 
would be lost, that the report is supposedly assessing.  

 
6) Paragraph 4.3 states that urban sprawl and coalescence can be avoided, but the reality 

is that any new settlement of the size proposed, by definition IS urban sprawl, and a gap 
of only 700 metres does not avoid visual coalescence unless there are major physical 
barriers (that would themselves have a harmful impact on the Green Belt) between not 
just the fence boundaries of the settlements, but between any associated infrastructure, 
artificially surfaced areas, intensive recreation areas and buildings in those areas.  

 
7) Such features would not only be likely, they are positively encouraged in section 5 of the 

report, including for the residents of Hatfield, in the theoretical ‘green corridor’ between 
Hatfield and Symondshyde. 

 



8) The only part of the report to specifically deal with Green Belt appears in paragraph 4.15, 
which lists Green Belt as one of seven factors that affect suitability for expansion (Green 
Belt appears last), with the criterion being ‘ensuring that the retained Green Belt land can 
fulfil the Green Belt purposes’, and giving the identical 12 word conclusion for each of the 
five areas (A to E) under consideration: “The retained Green Belt would continue to fulfil 
the Green Belt purposes”.  

 
9) It is impossible to understand how the report’s authors could reach such a conclusion 

when they made no mention of the extent of additional land that would be removed from 
the Green Belt or of the effects of the additional infrastructure and intensive uses 
associated with the potential expansion on the Green Belt and its essential characteristic 
of keeping land permanently open, let alone the impact on visual separation. There is no 
attempt to consider the impact of the loss of the land concerned from the Green Belt on 
Green Belt purposes, or in principle, in the context of NPPF 2012. 

 
10) In paragraph 4.19, the summary, the report simply notes the ‘opportunity’ for improved 

access to the Green Belt, but the whole area of Symondshyde could currently provide 
this, subject only to the wishes of the landowner and tenants, the loss of which the local 
community in particular would regret forever. 

 
11) By concluding (paragraph 4.25) that expansion to the south east of the current proposal 

would ‘maintain a meaningful Green Gap and separation from Hatfield, enabling the 
intervening land to be retained as Green Belt’, the authors reveal a basic 
misunderstanding of what Green Belt policy and purposes are intended to achieve.  

 
12) Of course the ‘intervening land’ can be ‘retained as Green Belt’. Any piece of land can be 

designated or called Green Belt, but that retention has to be meaningful or the whole 
concept is undermined. In this case the potential extension to an already very large area 
of entirely open Green Belt land would be inconsistent with the nationally stated 
objectives and purposes of keeping that specific land permanently open, protecting it 
from development, avoiding urban sprawl (by increasing it), and avoiding coalescence 
which would be threatened by urban related use (including intensive recreation and 
leisure uses and infrastructure), in the much narrower 700 metre strip between the site 
and the proposed new Hatfield boundary. 

 
13) Under ‘Other considerations’ in paragraph 5.1 (said to be on Green Belt), the text refers 

to other things being covered ‘in addition to assessing the impact of an expanded new 
village on the Green Belt’, but there was no such assessment. 

 
14) Paragraph 5.5 worryingly refers to a number of ‘potential activities’ that would be 

promoted ‘in the countryside’ (that is, in the Green Belt), that include potentially intensive 
recreational and leisure uses and the structures and buildings that they would require, 
with these new opportunities being available to Hatfield, as well as Symondshyde 
residents.  

 
15) Given that two new transport links directly between the two settlements are already 

proposed, there is little prospect of the narrow gap between Hatfield and Symondshyde 
being able to perform any meaningful Green Belt role if the current local plan proposals 
and the potential expansion took place as described in the EX202 documents. 



 
16) CPREH considers that any expansion of the proposed allocation on the scale under 

consideration would cause even greater harm to the Green Belt than the current 
proposal, and that expansion to the south east, as preferred by the Council, would risk 
significant harm through visual, and over time, physical coalescence with Hatfield 
through urban related uses and structures in the narrow gap described by the 
landowners and their consultants in the submitted documents.  

 
17) The Inspector is asked to reject any extension of the current proposed allocation, which 

CPREH remains on record as opposing in principle as unnecessary, unjustified, and 
unacceptable on national planning policy grounds. 
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